We consider the control of a batch processing machine which is part of a larger manufacturing network of machines. Systems consisting of a batch processing machine and one or more unit-capacity machines in tandem are considered. The objective is to minimize the average time that jobs spend in the entire system. We present algorithms to determine the optimal policies for certain finite horizon, deterministic problems. We then discuss the structure of the optimal policies for infinite horizon, stochastic problems, and investigate the benefit of utilizing information about upstream and downstream unit-capacity machines in the control of the batch machine. We develop a simple heuristic scheduling policy to control the batch machine which takes into account the state of other machines in the network. Computational results demonstrate the effectiveness of our heuristic over a wide range of problem instances.
Introduction
A batch processing machine is a single machine that can process up to a certain number of jobs (the capacity of the machine) at the same time. This type of machine is found in many manufacturing and service environments. The most commonly cited examples are diffusion tubes and burn-in ovens in semiconductor manufacturing, but other examples include plating baths, heat-treating furnaces in the metalworking industries, kilns for drying lumber, material handling and transportation vehicles, oven and metallization steps in flat panel display manufacturing, and bus, subway, and elevator operations (Deb and Serfozo, 1973; Glassey and Weng, 199 i ; Powell and Humblet, 1986) . The control of a single batch processing machine has received significant attention in the recent production literature. However, in most practical applications a batch machine is part of a larger network of machines responsible for manufacturing a product. While the analysis of a single batch machine in isolation is useful for providing methods which serve as subprocedures in a global control methodology, it is necessary to study the entire network to understand the interactions between machines.
In this paper we consider the control of a batch processing machine that is part of a larger network of machines. We consider networks that consist of a batch processing machine and one or more unit-capacity machines in a series arrangement. A unit-capacity machine is one which processes a single job at a time. Ahmadi et al. (1992) and Gurnani er al. (1992) describe many examples of manufacturing systems that contain both batch and unit-capacity machines. One example is semiconductor wafer fabrication, in which a photolithography expose operation (unit-capacity) is followed by the operation of diffusion in a furnace (batch).
We consider both finite horizon, deterministic problems and infinite horizon, stochastic problems. We assume that all jobs belong to the same job family (i.e., have the same processing requirements). The processing time of a batch is independent of the number of jobs in the batch. Once processing on a machine is initiated, it cannot be interrupted. We further assume that the jobs arrive to the first machine in the network dynamically over time. The buffers in front of each machine are assumed to be unlimited. If the batch processing machine is available and the number of jobs ready to be processed on it is less than its capacity, a non-trivial control decision must be made to either process a partial batch immediately or wait for additional jobs to arrive. The tradeoff involved is utilization of the batch capacity versus delay of jobs currently in the queue. The objective considered in this work is to minimize the average time that jobs spend in the entire system, or equivalently to minimize the average number of jobs in the system. This objective is desirable because long production cycle times can have an adverse effect on product yield, meeting promised delivery dates, responsiveness to changes in market demand, and inventory holding costs. In highly competitive industries like the semiconductor industry, short production cycle times represent a significant competitive advantage.
T o be able to refer to the problems under study in this paper in a concise manner, we will use the notation of Ahmadi et al. (1992) to describe the networks. Let P denote a batch processing machine, 6 a unit-capacity machine (which they refer to as a discrete processor), and -+ denote the system configuration. For example, f l + S represents a two-machine system with a batch processing machine feeding a unit-capacity machine, and S -3 S + /?
represents a three-machine system with a unit-capacity machine feeding another unit-capacity machine feeding a batch processing machine.
In the next section we present a review of previous related work. In Section 3 we present algorithms to determine the optimal policies for certain finite horizon, deterministic problems. We discuss the structure of the optimal policies for infinite horizon, stochastic problems in Section 4, and investigate the benefit of information about upstream and downstream unit-capacity machines in the control of the batch machine. We also develop a simple heuristic scheduling policy to control the batch machine that takes into account the state of other machines in the network. Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and identifies future research directions.
elated work
The control of a manufacturing network that contains a batch processing machine does not seem to have been examined extensively in the production literature to date. To the best of our knowledge only two papers have considered this topic. Ahmadi el al. (1992) examine the static problems of minimizing the makespan and the sum of job completion times in two-machine flowshops containing batch and uni t-capacity machines. They analyze problem complexity, present polynomial time procedures for some problems, and propose a heuristic for the NPcomplete problem of minimizing C C, for a /? -+ 6 system. Unlike our work in Section 3, they .do not consider non-zero job release dates. They do, however, allow jobdependent processing times on the uni t-capacity machine. Gurnani et al. (1992) consider a two-stage system consisting of multiple unit-capacity machines in parallel feeding a single batch processing machine. Their objective is to minimize the sum of a delay cost, a fixed service cost, and a capacity utilization cost at the batch machine. They assume a control limit policy for loading the batch machine and use a renewal approximation to compute an approximately optimal control limit. This control limit policy does not take into account the current state of the upstream uni t-capaci ty machines.
While the problem of controlling a network that contains a batch machine has not received significant attention, many authors have considered batch processing machines in isolation. A server capable of processing several customers simultaneously is called a bulk server in queueing terminology, and there is extensive Ii terature in queueing theory on bulk processing. Most of this literature, however, focuses on performance evaluation rather than control. Chaudhary and Templeton (1983) devote an entire book to bulk arrival and bulk service queues. Neuts (1967) studies the characteristics of a bulk service queue with Poisson arrivals of a single job family. H e proposes a control limit policy for controlling this queue. Deb and Serfozo (1973) and Barnett and Kleitman (1978) prove that a control limit policy minimizes the sum of the holding costs and the service costs for this system. Medhi (1975) derives the waiting time distribution for this system under a control limit policy and exponential service times. Powell and Humblet (1986) consider thls system in the context of less-than-truckload trucking networks and develop efficient computational procedures to describe the characteristics of the queue. Makis (1985) considers the case where the waiting time of any job cannot exceed a constant T.
The problem of scheduling a single batch processing machine has received attention recently in the deterministic scheduling literature. Thls work is largely motivated by the operations of diffusion and burn-in in semiconductor manufacturing (Uzsoy et al., 1 992, 1 994) provide a comprehensive review of production planning and scheduling models in the semiconductor industry). These papers consider three cases. In the first case, all jobs belong to the same job family. Ikura and. Gimple (1986) , Lee et al. (1992) , and Li and Lee (1 997) consider different performance measures for this case in the presence of release dates and dues dates. The second case considered is multiple, incompatible job families. In this case jobs have different processing requirements on the batch machine and only jobs with the same processing requirements can be served together in a batch. This case models the operation of diffusion. Uzsoy (1995) and Mehta and Uzsoy (1998) consider the problems of minimizing the makespan, the maximum lateness, and the total tardiness on batch machines with incompatible families. The third case considered is multiple, compatible job families. In this case jobs with different processing requirements can be mixed together in the same batch, with the processing time of that batch being determined by the job in the batch with the longest processing time. This case models the operation of burn-in. Lee et al. (1992) and h e and Uzsoy (1999) present optimal algorithms and heuristics for a number of scheduling criteria for the case-of compatible families. Chandru et al. (1993a Chandru et al. ( , 1993b and Hochbaum and Landy (1997) address the problem of minimizing the total completion time. Uzsoy and Yang (1997) extend this to the total weighted completion time. Uzsoy ( I 994) considers jobs with non-identical capacity requirements. Brucker et al. (1998) consider regular performance measures for bounded and unbounded models and present several results on the complexity of batch machine scheduling problems.
The highly stochastic environment of semiconductor manufacturing has led to recent work in the semiconductor manufacturing literature to address batch processing under stochastic assumptions. Avramidis el al. (1998) develop computational procedures to determine optimal threshold policies for a batch machlne subject to uncertain job arrivals and processing times. Glassey and Weng (1991) , Fowler et al. (1992) , and Weng and Leachman (1993) develop heuristics that use information about future arrivals to minimize waiting time in queue for the single and multiple incompatible family cases. Duenyas and Neale (1997) partially characterize the optimal policies and develop heuristics for a stochastic batch machine with incompatible job families. Neale and Duenyas (1997) do the same for the compatible job families case.
In a recent paper, Robinson el al. (1995) address the issue of the use of upstream and downstream information in scheduling semiconductor batch operations. Their approach to the problem is different than ours. In particular, they develop heuristics that use information on the times when jobs will arrive from the upstream machines to the batch machine and the time when the downstream machine will be starved. However, they assume that ar: rival times to the batch machine from the upstream machine are known (although they allow for some prediction errors) and also that the time when the downstream machine is starved is predicted with no error. In contrast, we assume that we only have information on the number of jobs at each machine. This permits us to compare the effect of information from upstream and downstream machines on the optimal objective function. Our results on the optimal objective value function also confirm Robinson et al.'s observation (which they obtained using their heuristic) that information on upstream machines result in much greater improvements in time spent in system than information on downstream machines.
Finite horizon, deterministic problems
In this section, we examine the problem of minimizing the sum of completion times (or equivalently the average completion time) over a finite time horizon for networks containing a batch processing machine. We assume that there are N jobs to be processed through the network and that each job j arrives to the first machine in the network at time rj. In addition, we arrange the rj's in ascending order so that rj < r,+] for j = 1,. .. ,N -1. All jobs belong to the same family and require a deterministic processing time p~ on the batch machine and a deterministic processing time pu, on the ith unit-capacity machine in the network (when there is only one unit-capacity machine in the network, we will drop the subscript i). The buffers in front of each machine are assumed to be unlimited. We let K denote the capacity of the batch machine and (x)' represen t m a~{~, 0). When there is more than one unit-capacity machine in the network, we will refer to the ith unit-capacity machine as hi.
A S -, B system
It is easy to show with a simple interchange argument that it is optimal to process each job on the unit-capacity machine a t the first time when the machine is available after that job's arrival time. Inserted idle time on 6 will never produce a benefit. If more than one job is waiting when the machine becomes available, we assume the job to be processed is selected by the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) rule. Note that the FIFO rule is not required for optimality. Any waiting job could be selected. The FIFO assumption, however, reduces the complexity of the problem while still producing an optimal schedule. Let a, denote the time at which job j completes processing at d and is thus available for processing at fi. Then a, = rl + pu, and the remaining aj's can be determined by the recursive equation:
aj=max{rj,aj-~) + p v for j = 2 , . . . ,N.
(1)
Given the aj's it remains to determine an optimal schedule at the batch machine so that the sum of the completion times is minimized. When the number of jobs available for processing at /? is less than the machine's capacity, a non-trivial decision must be made to either process the partial batch immediately or wait for additional arrivals. We note that the o(N') dynamic programming algorithm developed by Ahmadi el al. (1992) for the "batch dispatching problem" could be used to determine an optimal schedule at 'B for this problem.
However, we present an alternative dynamic programming. algorithm of similar time complexity which is slightly less complex to describe and implement. Our dynamic programming algorithm is based on the following two observations:
1. Decisions are only required when a job arrives and the batch machine is available or when the batch machine completes service and there are jobs waiting. 2. If the decision to serve a batch is made, the number of jobs served in that batch is the minimum of the number of jobs waiting and the capacity of the machine. If all waiting jobs cannot be served in the batch, then the jobs to be served can be selected arbitrarily.
Algorithm DP1 Let t represent the current time (decision epoch) and n ( t ) the number of jobs that have been processed on b but are waiting to be processed on fl at time t . The pair ( r , n ( t ) ) constitutes the state of our dynamic program. By observation I , it follows that the only times at which a decision is necessary are either when a job has arrived to the batch machine or when the batch machine has just completed a service. Thus, we need only consider values of t of the form aj + kpa for j = I , . . . ,N and k = 0,. . . , N -1.
These N' times represent all possible arrival times and service completion times. Clearly N 2 n(t) 2 0, SO the total number of states is O(IV3). For each state, the decision is whether to serve a batch of the available jobs or idle until the next arrival to the batch machine. Let f (r, n ( t ) ) denote the minimum sum of completion times from time t until the end of the horizon (idea, until all jobs have been completed) given that n(t) jobs are waiting at the batch machine. Then f (min{aj : aj > t ) , n ( t ) + I),
/ ( I , n ( t ) ) = min m i n { n ( t ) , K ) ( r + p a )
represents the number ofjobs that arrive to the batch machine during the batch service time. The first term in the minimization represents the decision to idle until the next arrival, while the second term represents the decision to serve a batch of the waiting jobs. Since there are o(N') states and a comparison of two values is considered for each state, the complexity of the algorithm is O(N~). We feel that this formula tion is slightly more intuitive than the dynamic programming formulation of Ahmadi et al.
( 1 992). Rather than simply deciding whether to idle or to serve, their recurrence relation decides the number of continuous batches to be served without any idle time. Our formulation also avoids the side calculations required by A hmadi er al.'s formulation to determine the number of jobs that would be served in each batch.
The boundary conditions min{aj : a, > t ) = ca for t 2 a~, /(m, @) = 00, f (a, n(t)) = oo for n(t) > N ,
are required to start our backward DP algorithm. The minimum total completion time for the 6 -, B system is given by f ( a I , 1).
A P + S system
Again, when the number of jobs available for processing at the batch machine is less than the machine's capacity, a non-trivial decision must be made to either process the partial batch immediately or wait for addj tional arrivals. Howcver, for this system a job's completion time on the batch machine is not the job's completion time for the en tire system. The state of the downstream unit-capacity machine must be considered when controlling the batch machine. Ahmadi et al. (1992) show that the problem of minimizing the sum of completion times for a /? + 6 system without release times (r, = 0 for all J') but with job-dependent processing times on S is NP-complete in the strong sense. We develop a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for a P 6 system operating under our assumptions by modifying Algorithm DPI .
It is easy to show that inserted idle time at the unitcapacity machine is never optimal. As a result, the unitcapacity machine is kept busy as long as there are jobs available to be processed. Since all jobs have the same processing time at 6, the order in which the available jobs are processed on 6 does not affect the sum of completion times. The following dynamic programming algorithm will minimize the sum of completion times for a f l + 6 system. Without loss of generality, we assume that the release times rj and the processing times pa and p~ are integer values.
Algorithm DP2
Again, let r represent the current time (decision epoch) and n ( t ) represent the number of jobs available to be processed on at time I. For a P 4 6 system we must also keep track of the amount of work waiting to be performed at 6. Let w ( t ) be the total remaining processing time of all jobs waiting to be processed at S at time t. The three values ( 1 , n ( t ) , w ( t ) ) constitute the state of our dynamic program. Once again decisions are only necessary at fl at either a job arrival or service completion time, so we need only consider the N~ values of t of the form r, + kpa for j = 1,. . . , N and k = 0,. . . , N -1. Clearly N 2 n ( t ) 2 0 and NpU 2 w ( t ) > 0, so the total number of states is 0(iVdPo).
For each state, the decision is again whether to serve a batch of the available jobs or idle until the next arrival to the batch machine. Let f (r, n(r), w ( t ) ) denote the minimum sum of completion times from time t until the end of the horizon for all jobs not yet served at j3 given that n ( t ) jobs are waiting at fl and w ( t ) time units of processing are waiting at S. Then Notice that r ( t ) represents the time of the next arrival to B, B ( n ( t ) ) represents the number of jobs that would be served a t 8, S(r, n(r) , w ( t ) ) represents the sum of completion times for the B ( n ( t ) ) jobs served at 8, and a (~)
S ( t , n ( t ) , ~( 1 ) )
represents the number of jobs that arrive to / I during B's service time. The first term in the minimization again represents the decision to idle until the next arrival, while the second term represents the decision to serve a batch of the waiting jobs. Since there are o ( N~~~) states and a comparison of two values is considered for each state, the complexity of the algorithm is o ( N~~~) .
The boundary conditions min{rj: rj > 2) = oo for t 2 rr, f (00, *, 4 = a, f (0, " ( I ) , e) = m for n ( t ) > N,
are required to start our backward DP algorithm. The minimum total completion time for the B -+ 6 system is given by f (r1, 1 ).
Systems with multiple unit-capacity machines
Consider a S -, B + S system. As for the S -t j system, it is easy to show that it is optimal to process each job on 6 , at the first time when the machine is available after that job's arrival to the system. Since all jobs have identical processing requirements on each machine, it does not . matter in which order the jobs are processed if there is more than one job waiting a t 2& (we will assume a FIFO order). Thus, Equation (I) can again be used to determine the times at which each job is available for processing at the batch machine. Given the a,'s, the remaining task is to determine the schedule for B and 62 that minimizes the sum of the completion times for the entire system. Notice that this remaining problem is equivalent to the problem of minimizing the total completion time for a j? + 6 system and Algorithm DP2 can be used (with the rjYs replaced by the 0,'s) to solve this remaining problem. Consequently, the problem of minimizing the sum of completion times for a 6 -, fl -, 6 network can be solved in o ( N~~~~) operations.
For networks with mu1 tiple upstream unit-capaci ty machines feeding a single downstream batch machlne, it is easy to show that the optimal policy' at each of the upstream unit-capacity machines is to process a job whenever one is available. As a result, Equation (I) can be used for each unit-capacity machine hi to determine the release time of each job to the next unit-capacity machine Si+,. This process will eventually produce the arrival time for each job to the batch machine, and as we saw in Section 3.1 the problem of scheduling jobs on the batch machine can be solved in 0(IV3) operations. Thus, a fixed number of additional upstream uni t-capacj ty machines does not add complexity to the problem of minimizing the sum of completion times. This is not the case, however, for networks with multiple downstream unit-capacity machines. As we saw in Section 3.2, the amount of processing time at a downstream unit-capacity machine must be taken into account when scheduling jobs on the batch machine. The work at each additional downstream unit-capacity machine must be included as part of the state for a dynamic programming algorithm, and thus each additional downstream machine Si increases the complexity of the problem by Npu,.
Infinite horizon, stochastic problems
In this section, we examine the problem of minimizing the long-run average number of jobs in the system (or equivalently the long-run average time that jobs spend in the system) over an infinite time horizon for networks containing a batch processing machine. We assume that jobs arrive to the first machine in the network according to a'Poisson process with rate 1. All jobs belong to the same job family and require an exponentially distributed processing time with mean l/pB on the batch machine and an exponentially distributed processing time with mean l/pU on the ith unit-capacity machine in the network. All processing and in terarrival times are assumed to be independent and the buffers in front of each machine are assumed to be unlimited. Again we let K denote the capacity of the batch processing machine and (x)' represent max{x, 0). We define the traffic intensity at the batch machine (TIB) to be A/KpB. Note that this is the traffic intensity or utilization of the batch machine when jobs are served in batches of size K. Because we may serve partial batches, the "effective" traffic intensity will likely be higher. Similarly, the traffic intensity at the ith unitcapacity machine (TIui) is defined to be Alpu,. As a necessary condition for stability, we assume that the traffic intensities at all machines are less than one.
The following notation will be used throughout this section to describe the current state of the system: nu, = the total number of jobs at the ith unit-capacity machine (includes all jobs waiting for service plus any job currently being served); n~ = the number of jobs waiting in queue to be processed at the batch machine; ns = the number of jobs currently being processed at the batch machine (ns = 0 if the batch machine is currently idle).
A S -4 B system
Clearly it is never optimal to idle at the unit-capacity machine when jobs are available for processing. Addi-tionally, since all jobs have the same processing requirements on each of the machines, the order in which jobs are served does not affect the objective. Consequently, no control decisions are necessary at the unit-capacity ma-. chine. 6 is simply kept busy whenever jobs are available and jobs are served according to the FIFO rule. The control of the batch processing machine, however, is not so simple. When the number of jobs available for processing at p is less than the machine's capacity, a nontrivial control decision must be made to either process the partial batch immediately or wait for additional arrivals.
We formulate the problem of controlling the batch machine to minimize the long-run average number of jobs in the entire system as a Markov Decision Process (MDP).
The process is reviewed at those points in time when a job arrives to the network or a machine completes a service. As a result of the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, the time between consecutive review points is the minimum of exponential random variables which is itself an exponential random variable. As in Lippmann (1975) , we define the uniform rate A = L + pu + pg SO that the time between review points is exponentially distributed with constant parameter A and the probability of the next review point being an arrival is RIA, the probability of the next review point being a 6 service completion is pu/A, and the probability of the next review point being a fi service completion is p B / A .
The optimal long-run average number of jobs per period in the system, g, and the relative values of the various starting states, V(nu, ne, ns), must satisfy the following dynamic programming equations:
for nu 2 0 and n~ 2 0, and V(nu, na, ns) + 9 V(nu, na, 0) + i? batch machine is currently processing a batch. When the batch machine is empty, two actions are possible. The first term in the minimization in Equation (2) represents the decision to serve at the batch machine. If this action is selected, P will serve a batch of size min{nB, K) and all jobs will remain in the system until the next event which changes the state of the system (an expected time of I / A ) . At the next event the system will be in one of three different states, and the relative value of each of these states is weighted by the probability of a transition to that state. Similarly, the second term in the minimization in Equation (2) represents the decision to idle at the batch machine until the next event. Note that if this action is selected, our formulation allows for a fictitious service completion at the batch machine so that the time until the next event remains exponentially distributed with parameter A. This fictitious service completion, however, does not change the state of the system.
A value iteration algorithm can be used to solve the above Markov decision process for specific values of the problem parameters A, K, flu, and p~. We used such an algorithm to solve a number of sample problems and can draw some conclusions about the structure of the optimal policies for a 6 4 system from these numerically solved examples. We initially conjectured that the optimal policy at the batch machine would have the following form: for each nu, a control limit i(nu) exists such that it is optimal to serve if n~ 2 f ( n u ) and to idle if ng < /(nu); furthermore, the control limits ](nu) are increasing in n u . While many of the numerous examples we solved had this intuitively appealing structure, we found counter-examples to the conjecture of monotonic control limit values.
For example, the optimal policy for controlling the batch machine when R = 1.00,. K = 7, pl, = 2.50, and pB = 0.48 consists of non-monotonic control limits as shown in Fig. I . Note that as nu increases from one to two the optimal contro! limit decreases from seven to five. While this result is at first surprising, we believe that an intuitive explanation exists. When n u = 1, the queue in front of the unit-capacity machine is empty. The job j that is currently in service at 6 will be available for processing at / 3 after its service is completed (an expected time of 0.4 for this example). Before the next job (j + 1) becomes available for processing at #I, two events must = min( happen: an arrival to S and a service completion at 6 . The Thus the interarrival time at between jobs j and j + 1 is significantly larger for nu = 1 than it is for nu = 2. We f P B~(~U ,~B ,~) ] , ( 3 ) believe that this difference is responsible for the decrease f o r n u 2 O , n B~0 , a n d K > n s 2 1.
in control limits. There is more incentive to delay service Notc that equation (2) applies when the batch machine until the arrival of job j when nu = 1 since job j will have is currently empty and Equation (3) is not included in the next batch served at P. Tkts results in a greater control limit for nu = 1 than for nu = 2.
Since most of the work to date on the control of a batch processing machine has considered the problem of a batch machine in isolation, it is of considerable interest to know how much can be gained by taking into account information about other machines in the network when controlling a batch machine that is in reality part of a larger manufacturing network. For a 6 -, P system, we use the above Markov decision process formulation to determine the optimal long-run average number of jobs in the system. We then compare this value to the long-run average number of jobs that results if the optimal policy for a batch machine in isolation is used to control fi. The difference between these two values represents the benefit of utilizing the current state of 6 when controlling fl in a S + network.
To determine the optimal policy for P in isolation, we note that since the arrivals to 6 are Poisson with rate R and the processing time at S is exponential, the arrival process at #I is Poisson with rate R (Wolff, 1989) . We can then use the result of Deb and Serfozo (1973) that the optimal policy for a batch machine with Poisson arrivals is a control limit policy. In order to compare the performance of this myopic control limit policy with the performance of the globally optimal control policy for a S -+ / 3 system, we tested both policies on a number of sample problems.
T o generate a sample problem, we must specify four parameters: the arrival rate; the batch capacity; and the service rate at each of the two machines. We generated sample problems by selecting a set of values for each of these four parameters that covers the range of values of interest. Rather than specifying the service rates directly, we found it more intuitive to select different leveIs for the traffic intensity at each machine. We then solved for the service rates using TIB = I / K p B and TIu = I / p , . For TIu we selected the levels of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. These levels evenly cover the possible space from low to high traffic intensity. For TIB we selected the levels of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. We selected more moderate values for TIe since extreme values are not of much interest (for large values the optimal policy is to always serve a batch of size K, and for small values there is very little waiting time regardless of the policy employed). For the batch capacity, we selected the levels of four and seven. These values were selected to study the impact of differing batch capacities. We were not able to consider batch sizes larger than seven since the size of the state space in the value iteration algorithm is directly proportional to the batch capacity. Capacities larger than seven result in a state space too large for efficient numerical solution. For all sample problems we set the arrival rate equal to one. Only one level of 1 was tested because changing 1 while keeping K, TI", and TIB the same does not affect the optimal policy. This is because the service rates are automatically adjusted up or down with the arrival rate when the traffic intensities are kept the same. Consequently the system behaves exactly the same except that jobs move through it more quickly o r more slowly. The 32 different combinations of these levels represent a wide variety of possible scenarios over which to test the performance of the different control policies. The data for the 32 different sample problems are displayed in Table 1. For each sample problem, we used the Markov decision process formulation of Equations (2) and (3) to calculate the optimal long-run average number of jobs in the S -, p system. T o avoid the difficulties of an infinite state space, an upper limit was placed on the number of jobs allowed in each queue. Consequently, the value iteration algorithm's solution is a lower bound on the actual optimal long-run average number of jobs in the system. We note that the upper limit on each queue size was very large and as a result the lower bounds are very tight. For each sample problem we also calculated the long-run average number of jobs that results when the optimal control limit policy for the batch machine in isolation is used to control Q in the 6 + /? network. We used a Markov decision process formulation to determine the optimal control limit value for the batch machine in isolation, and used a value iteration algorithm to calculate the long-run average number of jobs in the Markov chain which results when /I is controlled according to this control limit policy. The same upper limit was placed on each machine's queue size, so the resulting long-run average number of jobs is again a lower bound on the true value. Table 1 summarizes the results that we obtained for a S + S system. It contains the lower bound on the truly optimal average number of jobs in the system (LB(OPT)), 
L B(CL) LB(CL)/ L B ( 0 PT)
the optimal control limit for the batch machine in isolation (CL), and the lower bound on the average number of jobs that results when this myopic control limit policy is used for the S --+ p system (LB(CL)). On average, the number of jobs in the system was reduced by 3.25% by utilizing the current state of 6 when controlling P. In some examples, the reduction was larger than 7%. These numbers clearly indicate that taking into account the current state of an upstream unit-capacity machine in the control of a batch processing machine can make a significant difference, especially in industries with high inventory holding costs.
The results in Table 1 also indicate the situations in which it is most important to take into account information about an upstream unit-capacity machine when controlling a batch machine. The greatest differences between LB(0PT) and LB(CL) occur when the traffic intensity at the upstream unit-capacity machine is small (0.2 or 0.4). In these cases S is rarely busy and knowledge of when there are jobs at S is most useful in predicting the timing of arrivals to 8. When the traffic intensity at 6 is high (0.8), S is almost always processing jobs and the state of 6 is not as useful in predicting the timing of arrivals to #?. The difference between LB(0PT) and LB(CL) is also larger for smaller values of TIB. This is because as the traffic intensity at the batch machine increases, the optimal policy for the d -+ P network becomes more and more similar to the optimal policy for the batch machine in isolation: only serve a batch at /? when there are at least K jobs waiting.
A P + S system
It is clearly never optimal to idle at the unit-capacity machine when there are jobs available, and once again the problem of controlling the batch machine to minimize the long-run average number of jobs in the system can be formulated as a Markov decision process. The formulation for a p -+ S system is similar to the previous formulation of Equations (2) and (3) for a 6 + P system. We again used a value iteration algorithm to solve the MDP for a number of sample problems and can make some observations about the structure of the optimal policies. For each of the numerous problems that we solved, the optimal policy had the following form: for each nu, there exists a control limit /(nu) such that it is optimal to serve if ns 2 ! ( n o ) and to idle if na < I(nu); furthermore, the control limits I(no) are increasing in no. This type of policy is easy to describe and is intuitive. As the amount of work at the downstream unit-capacity machine increases, it becomes less desirable to serve a batch at P since the completed jobs will only wait in the queue at 6. As a result, the control limits increase with nu (unlike the optimal policy for a b -3 fl system). We have found, however, that the submodularity conditions suflicien t to prove that this form of policy is optimal do not neces-. sarily hold. Consequently, we are unable to prove that this structure holds for all cases.
To investigate the benefit of taking into account the state of a downstream unit-capacity machine in the control of the batch machine, we compared the average number of jobs that results from the globally optimal policy for a P -, b system with the average number of Table 2 . Sample problems for a fl-, 6 system jobs that results when the optimal policy for P in isolation is used for a fi -+ 6 system. We used the input data from the 32 sample problems of Section 4.1 to test the performance of these two different control strategies for a #? -) S network. A value iteration algorithm was again used to calculate a lower bound on the optimal long-run average number of jobs in the system (LB(0PT)). We then compared this value to a lower bound on the longrun average number of jobs that results when the optimal policy for the batch machine in isolation is used to control / 3 (LB(CL) ). The difference between these two values represents the gain that can be achieved by utilizing information about the downstream uni t-capaci ty machine in the control of the batch machine. Table 2 presents the results that we obtained. On average, the number of jobs in the fi -3 6 system was reduced by 0.38% by taking into account the current state of 6 when controlling B. The largest reduction achieved was 1 -2 1 %. Note that the average and maximum percent differences between LB(0PT) and LB(CL) are significantly smaller for the fl -r 6 network than they were for 
LB(CL)/LB(O PT)
the S + / 3 network. Thus, the benefit of utilizing information about the state of an upstream unit-capacity machine appears to be an order of magnitude larger than that of utilizing information about the state of a downstream unitcapacity machne. For a 1 + 6 system, simply operating the batch machine as if it were alone results in an average number of jobs that is within 1 % of optimal for almost all examples. Our results are consistent with those of Robinson et a!. (1995) . The results in Table 2 also indicate the situations in which it is most important to take into account information about a downstream unit-capacity machine when controlling a batch machine. The greatest differences between LB(0PT) and LB(CL) occur when the traffic intensity at the downstream unit-capacity machine is large and the traffic intensity at the batch machine is small. In these cases, the unit-capaci,ty machine is frequently busy and it is most important to consider the amount of work waiting at S when deciding whether to process a batch at 8. If there is a large queue at 6, then it is best to idle at /? and serve a fuller batch in the future since a batch served at the present time would only join the queue at 6 . Note that it is most important to utilize the state of a downstream unit-capacity machine when its traffic intensityois high, while from Section 4.1 it is most important to utilize the state of an upstream unit-capacity machine when its traffic intensity is low.
Systems with multiple unit-capacity machines
For networks that contain more than one unit-capacity machine, it is of interest to know how much additional gain can be achieved by taking into account the current state of additional unit-capacity machines in the network.
To examine this, we consider a 8 -, 6 -+ p network. For a 6 4 S -+ p system , we again formulated the problem of minimizing the long-run average number of jobs in the entire system as a Markov decision process. A value iteration algorithm was used to calculate a lower bound on the optimal long-run average number of jobs in the system (LB(0PT) ). This value was compared to a lower bound on the long-run average number of jobs that results when the optimal policy for the 6 + / I system is used to control the S -, 5 -r j system (LB (6 + B) ). The difference between these two values represents the benefit of taking into account the states of both the upstream unitcapacity machines (6, and Sz) rather than just the irnmediately upstream unit-capacity machine (a2). We also compared LB(6 4 /I) to a lower bound on the long-run average number of jobs that results when the optimal control limit policy for the batch machine in isolation is used to control the S -, d -+ fi system (LB(CL)). The difference bet ween these two values represents the benefit of taking into account the state of the immediately upstream uni t-capacity machine (&) rather than controlling the batch machine as if i t were in isoiation.
We generated 27 sample problems over whch to calculate these values. The levels of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 were used for the traffic intensities at the unitcapacity machines, while the levels of 0.3, 0.45, and 0.6 were used for the traffic intensity at the batch machne. The capacity of the batch machne was set equal to four and the arrival rate was set equal to one. The 27 different combinations of these parameter levels and the results that we obtained for each sample problem are presented in Table 3 .
On average, LB(6 4 8) was 0.75% greater than LB(OPT), with the greatest percent difference being 3.43%. LB(CL) aver'aged 2.60% greater than LB(6 B) , with a maximum percent difference of 6.58%. Note that the average and maximum percent differences between LB(0PT) and LB(6 -, p) are sigmficantly smaller than the average and maximum percent differences between LB(6 3 j3) and LB(CL). Thus, the greatest gains result from considering the immediately upstream unit-capacity machine, with much smaller gains achleved by loolung one more unit-capacity machne upstream. Consequently, it seems that there are diminishing returns from taking into account additional upstream unit-capacity machines in the control of the batch machne. The largest differences between LB(0PT) and LB(S -3 8) occur when the traffic intensities at the unit-capacity rnachnes are small. It is most important to consider the current state of the additional upstream unit-capacity machine (6,) when the traffic intensity at d2 is small (0.2). In this case d2 is rarely ,busy and the state of 6, is most useful for predicting the timing of arrivals to d2 which can in turn be used to predict the timing of arrivals to 8.
We also investigated the benefits of talung into account the number of jobs at more than one unit-capacity machine downstream from the batch processing machine. However, since the benefits from looking at even a single downstream machine were fairly modest, we found that considering the number of jobs in two downstream machines had very minor effects in all of our examples. Therefore, based on our numerical examples, we can conclude that the greatest benefit can be obtained by using information on the number of jobs at a single upstream machine.
A heuristic policy
As discussed in the previous subsections, it is most critical to take into account the current state of an immediately upstream unit-capacity machine when controlling a batch processing machine that is part of a larger manufacturing network. However, the optimal policies for a 6 -9 / 3 network can be quite complicated (for example, see Fig. I ).
They are also computationally expensive. The number of iterations required by the value iteration algorithm to find the optimal policy is problem dependent, so we cannot provide a general rule for the computation time required. The number of iterations, however, typically increases Table 3 . Sample problems for a 6 -t 6 + fl system (d -, B) when the number of states becomes larger. Consequently the computation time is sensitive to the size of the batch capacity, the number of machines, and the upper limits placed on the queue sizes. We solved the relatively small problems in Table 1 using the Pascal programming language on a Sun SPARC I1 workstation. Each problem typically required a number of minutes of CPU time. Since the batch capacity in applications such as semiconductor burn-in operations can number in the thousands (Hochbaum and Landy, 1997) , this approach is not practical for many real-world applications. Consequently, in this subsection we propose a simple heuristic policy to control the batch machine which utilizes the current state of the immediately upstream unit-capacity machine.
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Our heuristic is motivated by the structure of the optimal policies for a 6 -, network. As discussed in Section 4.1, the optimal policies for this network have the following form: for each nu, there exis& a control limit /(nu) such that it is optimal to idle at the batch machine if nB < /(nu) and to serve if na 3 /(nu). The control limits /(nu) are not necessarily increasing in nu. However, we can make the following observation about the control limit values. For each of the sample problems considered in Section 4.1, the greatest jump in the control limit values occurs when n u increases from zero to one (i.e,,
Il(1) -Z(0)l 2 il('j + 1) -1b)l for all j 2 0). Moreover, in over 70% of the sample problems, the only jump in the control limit values occurs when n u increases from zero to one (i.e., l(j + 1) = l ( j ) for all j > 1). Thus, for nu > I the control limits rarely change, and when they do the change is relatively small. This motivates the development 'of a heuristic policy which consists of two control limit values: one for nu = 0 and the other for nu 2 1. Given the current state of the S -, / 3 system, when the batch machine is available a heuristic policy must decide whether to serve a batch of size rnin{nB,K) o r idle until the next event which changes the state of the system. We note that when n~ = 0 serving is not an option, and when n~ 2 K idling will never produce a benefit. Consequently, a decision is only necessary when K > n~ > 0. Our heuristic uses the following logic to make this control decision. We approximate the benefit of idling until the next arrival to the batch machine, and compare this value to the cost of idling until the next arrival. If the cost of idling exceeds the benefit, the decision is to serve the n~ jobs at immediately; otherwise, the decision is to idle at / I until the next event which changes the state of the system, at which time the decision process begins all over again. This logic is similar to the Next Arrival Control Heuristic (NACH) of Fowler et al. (1992) for a batch processing machine in isolation.
Let I represent the expected time until the next arrival to the batch machine. If we idle at until the next arrival, each of the n~ jobs currently in queue will be delayed an expected time of i. The cost of idling is thus ngi. The advantage of idling until the next arrival is that this arrival can then be included in the same batch as the n~ jobs currently in queue. Wad we not idled, this next arrival would likely have had to wait for the n~ jobs to complete service before it could have been served. The expected time that this next arrival would have had to wait is equal to i /pg -I, the difference between the expected service time for the batch and the expected time until the next arrival. The benefit of idling is thus the l/pBt time units of waiting avoided for the next arrival.
Some simple algebra reveals that the cost of idling exceeds the benefit when ne > I /(tpB) -I . Consequently, our heuristic is a control limit policy which chooses to idle when ns < rnin{[l/(tp,) -i], K } and to serve when ng 5 min{ r 1 /(tpB) -I], K), where [xl represents the smallest positive integer strictly greater than x. Note that the control limit value depends on the time until the next arrival, t, which in turn depends on the current state of the upstream unit-capacity machine. If nu 2 1 then t = l/pu, the expected time until the next service completion at the unit-capacity machine. If nu = 0 then t = 1 / A + 1 /pU, since both an arrival and a service completion must occur before the next arrival to j9. Thus, after inserting these values for t , our heuristic policy consists of two control limits: We will refer to this heuristic as the Two Control Limit Heuristic (TCLH).
To test the performance of TCLH for a 6 + B network, we used a value iteration algorithm to calculate a lower bound on the long-run average number of jobs that results when TCLH is used to control p. This lower bound (LB(TCLH)) was calculated for the 32 sample problems rrom Section 4.1. The results are presented in Table 4 along with the lower bounds that were calculated in Table 4 . Heuristic policy performance for a S -+ jl system with exponential interarrival and service times
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ai Section 4.1 for the optimal policy for the network (LB(0PT)) and the optimal policy for the batch machine in isolation (LB(CL)). On average, LB(TCLH) was only 1.59% greater than LB(0PT). The maximum difference between LB(TCLH) and LB(0PT) was 4.66%. Note that this is an improvement over LB(CL) in both average performance and worst case performance. LB(CL) was 3.25% greater than LB(0PT) on average, with a maximum difference of 7.30%. Thus, TCLH results in a longrun average number of jobs within 1.5% of optimal on average and consistently outperforms the optimal policy for the batch machine in isolation. In addition, TCLH is easier to calculate than the optimal policy for the batch machine in isolation which requires the solution of a Markov decision process. TCLH simply requires the closed-form calculation of two control limits and is thus essentially instantaneous. TCLH's simplicity and good performance make it a good candidate for implementation in manufacturing networks which contain a batch processing machine.
Control of manufacturing networks
We note that TCLH can easily be modified to allow for non-exponential interarrival or service time distributions. In order to test the performance of our heuristic for interarrival and service time distributions with less variability than the exponential distribution (coefficient of variation = I), in the remainder of this section we modify TCLH for a S 4 / I system with uniform interarrival and service time distributions with range = mean (coefficient of variation = 0.289). Specifically, we assume that the time between arrivals of jobs to 6 is uniformly distributed with mean and range equal to 1 1 1 , and that jobs require a uniformly distributed processing time on S with mean and range l/pU and a uniformly distributed processing time on /? with mean and range l/p,.
TCLH can be modified for uniform interarrival and service time distributions as follows. Let i again represent the expected time until the next arrival to P. Because TCLH uses only the mean of r s service time distribution, the cost of idling and the benefit of idling remain nat and l / p Bt as before. Thus, the policy again consists of control limits which depend on the expected time until the next arrival to p. The control limit value as a function o f t is mint [ 1 /(la,) -I], K). However, the calculation of t is different for unifor~nly distributed interarrival and service times than it was for exponentially distributed interarrival . and service times. Because the uniform distribution does not have the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, when nu 2 1 we must keep track of the elapsed time since the start of the current service on 6 in order to determine the expected time until the next arrival to 8. Similarly, when nu = 0 we must keep track of the elapsed time since the last arrival to d in order to determine the expected time until the next arrival to b. This information can be used to calculate r as follows. When nu 2 1, the expected time until the next arrival to P given that 1s time units have elapsed since the start of the current service at S is given by the equation Similarly, when nu = 0 the expected time until the next arrival to p given that tA time units have elapsed since the last arrival to 6 is given by the equation -value, the decision is to idle until the next event which changes the state of the system. Otherwise, the decision is to serve the n~ jobs immediately. Note that we will continue to refer to this heuristic as the Two Control Limit Heuristic (TCLH) even though the heuristic policy for uniform interarrival and service time distributions no longer consists of just two control limit values.
T o test the performance of TCLH on a S + #? system with uniform interarrival and service time distributions, we used the data from the 32 sample problems of Section 4.1. Because a Markov decision process formulation is not valid for uniform interarrival and service time distributions, the globally optimal policy for the S -, / I system could not be determined. Instead, we used simulation to compare the performance of our heuristics with the best single control limit policy for the S -t network (BestCL). BestCL was found by simulating the performance of all possible control limit values, CL = 1, 2,. . . , K, and selecting the one whch resulted in the minimum average number of jobs in the system. Note that BestCL is the best single control limit policy for the entire network, not just the best control limit policy for the batch machine in isolation. Thus, by definition Best-CL performs at least as well for a S + / 3 system as the optimal control limit policy for the batch machine in isolation. All policies were tested using a GPSS/H simulation program. The simulations were run for 1 000 000 time units with the average number of jobs calculated every 20 000 time units (with a 4000 time unit warmup period). We report the average number of jobs in the system for each policy as well as 95% confidence intervals. Table 5 summarizes the results. On average, the number of jobs in the systems controlled by TCLH was 3.55% less than the number of jobs in the systems controlled by the best single control limit policy for the 6 + P network. In some examples the average number of jobs resulting from TCLH was as much as 8.91 % less than the average number of jobs resulting from BestCL. Note that the average difference between TCLH and BestCL for uniform interarrival and service times (3.55%) is larger than than the average difference between LB(TCLH) and LB(CL) for exponential interarrival and service times (1.65%). Thus the performance of our heuristic (when compared to the optimal control limit policy for the batch machine in isolation) appears to be even stronger for uniform interarrival and service time distributions than it was for exponential interarrival and service time distributions.
Conclusion
When the batch machine is available and K > n~ > 0, the appropriate value of t can be found from Equation (4) or Equation (5) and substituted in to the above expression for the control limit value. If the number of jobs at the batch machine is less than the resulting control limit
In this paper, we have explored the corltrol of manufacturing networks consisting of a batch processing machine and one or more unit-capacity machines in tandem. This work was motivated by the many examples of manufac-Toble 5. Heuristic policy performance for a S 4 / 3 system with uniform interarrival and service times
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turing systems which contain both batch and unitcapacity machines. We presented polynomial time dynamic programming algorithms which minimize the sum of the completion times for S -+ /I and /I + S systems with deterministic release times and processing times. We showed that these algorithms can be extended to solve systems with any number of upstream unit-capacity machines in polynomial time, but the time required to solve systems with downstream uni t-capacity machines is exponential in the number of downstream machines. We then discusscd the structure of the optimal policies for stochastic networks containing a batch processing machine. The benefit of taking into account the current state of an upstream unit-capacity machine was found to be an order of magnitude larger than the benefit of taking into account the current state of a downstream unit-capacity machine. Utilizing the current states of additional upstream or downstream unit-capacity machines produced diminishing returns. Consequently, it appears to be most critical to consider the current state of a single upstream unit-capacity machne when controlling a batch processing machine which is part of a larger manufacturing network. We developed a simple heuristic control policy, TCLH, which utilizes the current state of an upstream unit-capacity machine. TCLH was found to perform nearly as well as the cornputationally expensive and complicated optimal policies, and appears to work well for different interarrival and service time distributions. Our heuristic's simplicity and good performance make it a good candidate for implementation in manufacturing networks which contain a batch processing machine, such as those found in semiconductor manufacturing. Further research should focus on the control of manufacturing networks containing a batch processing machine which serves multiple job families (either incompatible or compatible). Jobs could require different processing times on the batch machine, on the unitcapacity machines, or on all machines. Networks which contain more than one batch processing machine should also be considered, as should networks in which the machines are not all in a series configuration. Additional investigation is also suggested for stochastic networks containing batch machlnes in which the interarrival and service times are not exponentially or uniformly distributed.
